“When the winds of change are blowing,
some people build walls.
Others build windmills.”
Chinese proverb

People from 70 nations,
across age groups and cultures, agree.
“This should be in all schools.”
And that’s what we are up to - with you.

Images and Voices of Hope IVOH Award
2012 for YL Director Eric Nicolas Schneider
Official Project of the UNITED NATIONS
Decade of Education for Sustainable
Development ESD2005-2014. UNESCO
UN Online Volunteering Award 2010
and 2012 for YL Teams India and Peace

Hi!
This booklet is about
how to use YL media, services
and student club community in education.
Are you completely new to YL?
Check out our video for a taste of spirit, who
we are, what we offer, and the solutions and
actions implemented by members of our community. You will then much better understand
everything else in this booklet.
http://bit.ly/1rQvnty or www.youth-leader.org

Music: Voice of Youth. That’s Xiuhtezcatkl and
Itzcuauhtli, two amazing Earth Guardians.

How about our entire generation at school
growing up learning and implementing small
and grand sustainability solutions, together with
world-renowned changemakers of our time,
many the same age as us at school,
using simple methods and media,
managed by student clubs, in class and public,
with many benefits for learning culture,
for the world, and our personal paths?
That’s what Youth-LeadeR and our year-round
action program Change Generation Rising
enable you to introduce - as a teacher, a student
leader, and to do - as a student.
All it takes is a Spark Session, and the will to
see changes happen in the world. Then, you
can roll out a year-round stream of changemaking activities, evoking considerable changes
at home, abroad, and inside yourself.
As you can tell from the spirit and the shine of
those living it, it is beyond awesome, and opens
up a rich life of inner and outer abundance.
This booklet gives you an overview and understanding of what is in your hands, now. You are
not alone. Enjoy the Adventure!
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Getting started

Our approach is simple.
In a Spark Session, the group
> experiences four exceptional videos conveying the
genuine spirit of youth leadership.
> discovers up to fourty four young hero/ines and their
groundbreaking teen-led solutions
> experiences shared excitement
> selects favourite causes, studies their hero/ines action
packs and formulates a mission statement, how to
implement this solution. People across age groups and
cultures in seventy nations agree:
“The most inspirational videos I have ever seen.”
“It makes me feel I want to get up and do something, too.”
“The most energized lesson ever.” “Students wish to
get involved.”
The group then decides on
> instant follow-up action + to found a student club
Teachers permit that inspired students manage
> a Hero/ines of the Month mini-exhibit in class. It is
tuned to the YL calendar of UN Days, is a constant
source of inspriation and action opportunities.
The YL Student Club unites students across classes
and grades. They benefit from a year-round stream of
activities with these hero/ines, monthly fundraisers,
campaigns, projects - and their own project ideas, of
course. They contribute to webcasts, vibrant social
media, and like the youth leader “hero/ines”, they will
make headlines, inspire others, be in demand as
speakers, scale their reach beyond school. Their presence benefits the entire school community.
Excellent? We agree. Let’s look at these simple steps.

An inspirational video on
effective public action.
A YL Student Club member
organizes a “live” webcast
with Nellie, sharing efforts
on banning the ivory trade
A YL cardgame as everpresent resource, and handy
powerpack of inspiration.

A YL Student Club member
manages a “Hero/ines of the
Month” mini-exhibit, with posters, action tips, progress, impact and achievements.

YL’s dates for September, the Day
of Literacy, Peace, and the Peacemakers poster set. We meet Nellie
to ban ivory trade, end the killing
of rangers and wildlife.

Next, we look at the magic at work behind the scenes.
If you prefer to get some visual impressions, and explore
our media and methods, flip forward.
But do not miss out on discovering “The Science”. It is
more than an appendix. It is the intangible below the
visible surface of the iceberg.

“Culture is like an iceberg.
it has seen aspects, and unseen aspects.
It is the unseen aspects that give birth to, and influence
the seen aspects.”
World Wise School of the Peace Corps

Understanding the unseen, the intangible aspects, is
an awakening to the world of changemaking.
Otherwise,
you just crawl around on the surface,
and miss out on setting the core frameworks.

... lush, inspirational and memorable, interconnecting
with videos and action packs, for various uses, users
and purposes, - inspiring, enabling and equipping young
people to be the change.
They are all authentic stories of young and adult changemakers, whose sustainability solutions are replicable
by young people at school in a thousand places. This
is why they are so inspirational, evoke intrinsic motivation
and link to action by YL student clubs.
In order to get to everybody, long-term, with memorable
effect and can-do feeling, we design in all sorts of
formats, for all sorts of uses and users, so they become
omni-present in our lives, and unfold their beneficial
impact on our worldview, inner alchemy and inspire
action.

Teachers, student leaders and student clubs use these
media as powerful tools to add inspiration, role models,
tangible solutions and action opportunities to subject
teaching, workshops and activities.
Cardgames and poster exhibits facilitate year-round
presence of teen-led action on global issues in our
classrooms and daily lives.
Student clubs manage a Hero/ines of the Month miniexhibit tuned to current UN Days in class and public.
Topic Collections and Action Packs for each hero/ine
offer novel opportunity for interaction with authentic
initiatives, significant contribution, even “live” webcast
meetings, field partnerships and life changing activities
- informal, tailored, aligned with your priorities.
Depth and scope of these media, activities and studentmanaged opportunities are NEW. Please spend a little
time exploring our info brochures, and organize a Spark
Session.
Then, follow-up activities evolve naturally in the hands
of inspired students - with little effort or time.
If you are new to YL, it is important to realize that there
is a tremendous amount of excellent new media available to you, for free download, in up to 19 languages.

44 young changemakers and their groundbreaking, replicable
sustainability solutions in unprecedented format, sparking
wow’s and cool’s across age groups
- 44 nutshell stories on backsides
- 44 qr codes and links to subtitled videos, articles and websites
- 44 action packs, optional webcasts and cooperation with
hero/ines
- authentic changemaking ratings and special effects
- exciting, fun, multi-faceted gameplay
... a true initiation to the world of changemaking
... highly memorable
... shaping a worldview of Youth We Can
... “80% of human behaviour is shaped by role models,
... much of it subconsciously.”
... intense study and intrinsic motivation
... a handy, sturdy, versatile learning tool
... accessible year-round for play, and in/formal learning
A book or website could never do what this game is doing!

Our stories, posters, videos, comics, action packs etc provide
knowledge on grand sustainability solutions
+ convey genuine changemaker spirit
+ shape a solid worldview of *The Solutions Exist*
and *We Can Implement Them - Now*
+ with opportunity for instant action, meeting changemakers
“live” and joining our global community
= empower and equip ordinary teens and citizens to replicate
humanity’s leading solutions for full spectrum sustainability already, and especially at school - like the world’s famous
youth leaders impacting millions.
These results are not co-incidence, nor wishful thinking.
Check out our “The Science Behind YL” flyers, and be aware:
These media unfold their full magic in combination, and over
time. Therefore, always aim to combine videos and stories
with posters (leaving them as exhibits), action impulses and
building a bridge to the YL student club community.
And use our methods for making the role models and action
opportunities EVERPRESENT in daily lives. Classrooms and
school’s macro-community are the BEST place for (a) cardgames, (b) Hero/ine of the Month exhibits, (c) public student
club managed exhibits with activity offers reaching the entire
school community (ISLEs: Informal Sustainability Learning
Environment).

“80% of human behaviour is shaped by role models, much of
it subconsciously.”
Making humanity’s finest changemaker role models everpresent
in our minds, our hearts (passion) and enabling our hands for action, is a keystone of 21st Century education. For all.
This can be achieved with simple, gentle methods, perfectly
aligned with conventional learning culture, and managed by
students fired up to bring about positive change. At least a
couple of these exist in every class, at every school.
In educational terms, we add *Informal Sustainable Learning
Environments* to our daily meeting and conversation space
(schools) over years. They naturally shift our young generation’s
collective worldview to empathy, global awareness, solutionoriented thinking and active citizenship - with concrete cando feeling, access to tools and support networks.
These methods are not new, nor rocket science. New is to fill
them with change-maker contents on the full spectrum of
positive change, year-round, with favourite causes, instant
contributions and uplifting experiences for everybody.

Based on years of experience, and observation of
successful ventures, we know that positive change
happens from a combination of inspiration + role models
+ empathy + shared passion + sense of community +
fun + media tools + basic support + steps of action +
media presence.
We have put together media, methods and services to
inspire, equip and support our generation at school to
sustain a year-round stream of activities, meet changemakers “live”, replicate model solutions, and cultivate
a youth leadership and changemaking climate.
The Spark Session is a simple method for teachers,
youth and youth workers. It takes a minimum of 45
minutes. 90min are a recommended (good) minimum,
180 min is optimal.
Your tools: YL Cardgame and YL Poster set with 44
hero/ines, 4 Spark Videos (teen hero journey, teen
action en masse, fun fundraisers, twen changemakers)

1. Assign a research task; preferably as homework:
Distribute a card / poster to every student “research
story, video, website to present next lesson.”
2. Mix viewing 4 Spark Videos and presentations.
As students present, stick the hero posters to the wall,
form an exhibit. Give space to shared enthusiasm and
feedback.
3. Select favourite causes, form groups, use Action
Kits, formulate a mission
4. Decide on follow-up activities.
The hero/ines causes offer a wide scope of activities
that will certainly resonate with manyl students. Fundraisers, social experiments, research, day-outs, habitat
exploration, contribution to expert platforms, penpals,
school- and field partnerships, and of course replication
of powerful solutions pioneered by youth leaders!
+ Declare support for inspired students
who wish to form a student club + to manage a Hero/ines
of the Month exhibit + organize “live” webcasts + present
to classes and schools
+ Keep a YL cardgame in class
for constant inspiration and playful learning
People across age groups, cultures and professions
in 70 nations agree: “The most inspirational videos I
have ever seen.” “It makes me feel I want to get up,
and do something, too.” “This should be in all schools.”

Sustain the Spirit of Youth Leadership, sustainability
solutions and youth-led action on global issues in class
- year-round
- managed by a couple of inspired students
- without cost, or stress on teaching time
- with many collateral benefits for subjects
- with profound subconscious learning benefits
The exhibit is tuned to UNITED NATIONS International
Days of the month. Students simply select the posters
of hero/ines working on current UN Days, stick them
up, and add a sheet with action opportunities. This
gently reaches all students, for the entire year.
Add a brief presentation on the hero/ine, using their
story, video and action pack. No time? Foreign language
lessons are perfect! - for research, public speaking and
audio-visual comprehension. As you can imagine,
teachers report of unprecedented intrinsic motivation!

Our YL Calendar shows the days we serve for the
entire year. Teachers can plan ahead, knowing that
they will have exciting stories, role models, even activities and “live” webcasts with our hero/ines for UN
Days of their interest.
The exhibit is a perfect follow-up activity for students
inspired by a Spark Session.
YL Student Club members will love managing the
exhibit, presentations, proposed actions, and even
webcasts. For them, this exhibit is of tremendous value,
since it connects to their greater community, naturally
sustaining and building support and participation in
their changemaking activities.
This exhibit is a mini-version of the ISLE that student
clubs manage in a public school space. Students and
teachers benefit from community spirit, learning culture
and “assistant teachers”.

This is a very important, a fundamental, an indispensable element of
a new learning culture for positive change, sustainability, youth
leadership and changemaking.
Changemaking is an informal, self-organized, project-oriented learning
process. Since sustainability requires many changes not just to be
pondered upon and understood, but to be made - in real projects - it
is the true manifestation of (education for) sustainable development.
What is informal learning? Everything you know about global issues,
climate change, social entrepreneurship, most of what you know about
history, world affairs, your mother tongue, about parenting, sexuality,
sensuality, dinosaurs and other cultures, fishing, your favourite sport
etc etc ... you have acquired through informal learning processes through media, chit chat with friends, etc. You have not learned those
things in a formal classroom setting, have you?
Informal learning makes up at least 80% of everything we know, and
is often more engrained than what we have acquired in classroom
teaching settings (which is not well connected with how humans really
learn, as neuroscience and changemakers know and acknowledge).
These processes happen on the go and self-organized. Today, most
informal learning happens via media. Tip: Visit the Science about Role
Models and Positive Change Media Culture.
Informal learning for mastery and success. The biggest painters, sports
and music superstars have not acquired their skills in the classroom.
Nor in private lessons. Their source lies in intuition, passion, free
expression. Formal teaching adds certain useful corner stones, like
a painter learns new strokes, uses new materials, a ball player learns
a little refinement of technique, or, more relevant, strategy in colaborative
teamplay. Mastery requires a mix of informal, improved by formal, and

practice of these learned skills in free play (experimental, jamming)
and concrete projects (matches).
What are informal learning environments? Formal learning environments
are standardized spaces like a 100x50 metre football field, a stone
hard ball, and 11 vs 11 teams. We don’t grow up learning football like
this. Not even in class! The best players, and especially brilliant
technicians like Neymar evolved their skills on dirt pitches, often
barefoot - and this is how these skills of ball handling evolve best, out
of necessity. A street basketball court, a playground with a slope and
tree trunks - are informal physical learning environments. See? Players
inspired by a brief introduction in formal classroom setting pursue their
passion in self-organized ways for long periods of time - this is where
they evolve and manifest their newly acquired skills to relevant degree.
So, how can we adapt this to changemaking?
How create an Informal Sustainability Learning Environment? We can
learn from the example of
informal music learning environments: music band rooms. What is in
there? Various instruments, posters (of role models, representing
spirit), favourite music cds, accessible any time, day or night, whenever
inspiration sparks, dreaming, experimenting, jamming, practicing ...
alone, as a group, with guests. It feels like a lounge, a home. There,
we prepare for public performance, nearby or far away. This is what
happens in “hubs” - co-working spaces for social entrepreneurs.
What are Informal Sustainability Learning Environments? ISLEs
therefore are a vibrant changemaker hang-out, with posters, videos,
stories of hero/ines (role model spirit), solutions (instruments), petitions
and campaigns (notes) guests, dialogue, jamming, dreaming up and
agreeing, planning projects - to be implemented beyond the school
fence. At school, an ISLE is a publicly visible pleasant space managed
by a fired up YL student club - with a hero/ines exhibit (this sets the
stage, ambience and spirit), with tables for petitions, campaigns, social
experiments, day-outs, fundraisers, projects, videos, webcasts. It is
the headquarter of “Our New Highly Gifted”. And it contributes tremendously to the entire school community.
Try sparking this, with a Spark Session, student club and more. YL
serves with media, actions, hero/ines, activities and “live” meetings.

There is nothing like the “live” experience. For optimal spirit
transfer and community feeling, it is important to once in a
while connect with real hero/ines. This is true for adult changemakers, for young changemakers, for everybody.
Once this has happened, the media have even stronger effect,
since students connect the spirit felt in the “live” experience
when using our media.
YL Speaker and webcast experiences offer you a groundbreaking new and special opportunity through short preparation
using the Speaker’s action pack (video, interview, action tips),
meeting at eye-level for meaningful conversation, inside views,
burning questions, how to evoke biggest imaginable impact,
instant action and follow-up action opportunity.
You can even honour their time, commitment, and make their
day by taking action before the meeting and sharing your
achievements? After all, this is about positive change!
Another very important things to learn is that true changemakers
are not selfish celebrities seeking to be praised, making a
career, or considering themselves to be above their peers.
This is why it is very important to make the experience that
such people exist - as teens, and as adults(!), and that they
lead a richer life than any celebrity.
This encourages young people with a passion for change to
follow their intuition and dreams for what truly matters to them.

Our schools seek to provide our students authentic
global learning opportunities through international
encounters, dialogue and development cooperation.
Our friends, real hero/ines of today, seek friendly
supportive partnerships for scaling their groundbreaking
development initiatives.
We bring the two together - for rich, exciting, unprecedented learning opportunities!
Meet amazing young changemakers solving previously
untackled challenges. Browse real stories, inspiring
videos and facebook streams. Discover the power of
teens at school for making a difference. Meet “live” in
webcasts, make instant contributions, receive visible
feedback, see innovation unfold, print weekly updates,
post in public to share with your school community and
media. Will you even visit in summer break and document your experience?
It will make headlines and expand your support base
even more. Come up with your own ideas, replicate
the project, our colaboration is open to your imagination,
tailored to your frameworks, priorities and possibilities!

Babar is the world’s youngest school principal. At
age 9, he opened a school in his backyard for
children too poor to attend school. By age 17, he
had 900 students. Now, he is building a new
school, experimenting on rural sustainability innovations with YL and you!
Julia and Emma run enormous book drives for
aboriginal children in fly-in schools, building bridges
across historic divides.
Hassan delivers 100 day literacy courses to girls
in Pakistani villages. Finance a group, meet live
on skype, experience an instant worldview shift.
Lonjezo & Joseph spread climate change resilience programs in schools of Malawi. Now, they
start a Makerspace for low-tech solutions, from
electric windmills to 3d-printed protheses!
Usha trains Indian village girls in self-defense
against sexual assault, brings rapists to court,
and aims to end rape culture.
Daniella partners with schools in India and Uganda,
for letter writing, gifts, setting up internet and
computer labs.
Climate change has interrupted the Wodaabe’s
50,000 years of nomadic lifestyle! They send their
kids to school, to achieve in both worlds, but need
our support for buying a home in a distant city.
Amazing insights into an unimaginable culture!
Neha empowers orphans through education,
trainings and love. She has raised more than $1,3
million for kids more in need than anyone else,
and plans for much more!
HELP US MAKE THEIR INITIATIVES THRIVE!

Youth inspired to take action can join our community
of like-hearted youth around the globe.
Equipped with our media, methods and activities, they
can enjoy the best imaginable student club experience.
They have tools, causes, partners, our exhibits for
establishing presence in class and public, a structure
of exciting monthly activities inspiring their peers, and
our vibrant community, with “live” webcasts and social
media for sharing their achievements, building friendships and joining projects.

... is a year-round activity program for youth and student
clubs in- and outside schools. It is at the same time a
changemaking campaign, a student club curriculum,
a youth leadership learning program and adventure
reality game all in one. Choose your favourite angle.
YL Warriors take 3 monthly missions in support of
model solutions pioneered by hero/ines of our time.
They meet magicans, found clans, change lives, gain
credits for impact and headlines made, and ascend
levels for completed quests.
These gaming aspects not only make changemaking
a legend, but also the new sport of our era. Imagine
meeting a level 60 Warrior! We build a new brand and
benchmark for youth leadership, self-awareness, and
a CV of awesome.
YL Warriors unfold their inner hero/ine to the max, with
rich benefits for their personal, idealist and professional
paths. At the same time, they evolve into the finest
imaginable role models and assistant teachers, establishing a new learning culture, qualifying us as Inhabitants and co-creators of a global, peaceful, just, thriving
and sustainable civilization.

“80% of human behaviour is shaped by role models.
Much of it subconsciously. Like all mammals do.”
Dr. Gary Slutkin, www.cureviolence.org

Copy-paste. This is really bad for districts dominated
by domestic and gang violence. This is where this effect
has been studied and proven. But this natural law is
at work everywhere!
It is catastrophic for an unsustainable society, in which
neither parents, neighbours, peers and teachers, decision-makers, icons or celebrities qualify as inhabitants
and co-creators (hero/ines) of a peaceful, sustainable,
thriving civilization - but convey the meme-, feel- and
behaviour sets of broken, defunct, unsustainable societies on the highway to large-scale species extinction
and cvilizational collapse. This includes well-meaning
mainstream and educational media. This is why despite
fourty years of green and women friendly information
based appeals in media have achieved very little. And
the big picture is getting worse. But we can change it.
Role models work via media. Positive change requires
selecting the right role models, and the right media
format conveying this spirit. The Spark Videos are vivid
examples of this new “Positive Change Media Culture.”

Role models have effect, even if they are imaginary.
Most historic personalities are imaginary - or have you
met and walked with Gandhi and Jesus Christ? Music
and sports idols evoke something inside us through
pure imagination. They put kids on a path of determination. When they put on that shirt, they shift from
backyard play to suffering in sports club training.
Also adventure novel hero/ines have massive effect.
Reading Harry Potter, Lord of the Rings evokes precious
hero feelings inside (many) of us. Lothlorien and Harry’s
Patronus even give us a feeling of the “sacred” in a
society that has gotten all confused by distorted religions.
The point is to not switch back to boring when we close
the book, but to sustain, kindle and live those feelings
also in real life. This is precisely what happens when
we are moved to tears, hope and action when watching
YL’s Spark Videos of true hero/ines! Now, sustain this!
The good news is, that we can awaken our inner
hero/ine by filling our daily lives, minds, hearts and
hands with the thoughts and actions of hero/ines. KEY
is to make these TRUE role models everpresent in our
daily lives, through proper media conveying genuine
change-maker spirit, and with strong can-do feeling
and instant links to action opportunities with felt impact,
uplifting feedback and benefits on one’s personal,
idealist and professional paths.
YL online + onsite media, methods, services and student
club community make it possible.

Young people at school have extraordinary changemaking super powers - way beyond adults. Despite them
being so successful, showered with awards and celebrated in media, and these superpowers being so
obvious, it seems like nobody has yet realized that
practically all youth have access to these:

1) Genuine Changemaker Spirit
This is why they inspire so much. They also overcome
old trenchees, and are untouchable by dishonourable
lobby groups.

2) Access to Macro-Community
Hundreds of potential participants, contributors and
message recipients, every day. Adults do not have this.

3) Access to Infrastructure
Gathering spaces, computer labs, printing equipment,
support on demand. Adults do not have this.

4) Good Status
School and student clubs are well respected.

5) Support
By adults, in-kind services, sponsors, funders, donors.

6) Media Presence
Shining youth leaders in action = media presence.

7) TIME!
They can meet through the school day, in special
student club sessions, have 4 to 8 hours daily, and an
entire week-end for action - over ten years. Adults do
not have this. Shall they start after bringing the kids to
bed? This is a mega super power!!!
These superpowers are only available as a teen. At
school. It is a true WEALTH that is lost once you leave
school. Changemakers at university, and adult organizations do not have these powers, and they cannot
make up for them in the same quality. Use them.
YOU have the powers to uplift humanity, and become
the Change Generation. For many reasons. This is one
of them. Adults cannot do this, even if they wanted to.

Have a look at how youth leadership unfolds at school!
In YL, your best teachers are Julia & Emma Mogus,
Lulu Cerone, Cassandra Lin and Gabrielle Posard.
View a “live” example in our Infographic:
www.youth-leader.org/about/infographic.html
All YL methods, media and services build on and amplify
these powers. By following simple guidelines, you can
evoke similar impact as them.

“The most inspirational videos I have ever seen. It
makes me feel I want to get up and do something, too!”
“I just used some of your stories in my English class. It
has been the most energized lesson ever! Even the most
quiet students had something to say. They are inspired,
and wish to get involved.”
This is what we want, right? This is the impact of YL’s
Spark Videos on viewers in 70 countries. Across age
groups, cultures and professions, people agree: “This
should be in all schools.”
Excellent. But listen up: there is a science behind this
that goes beyond inspirational clips on youtube, and
wannabe positive news media, which are useless, in
the end. Here is why:
Role models and changemaking spirit can be conveyed
via media, IF co-created BY real changemakers. They
awaken our inner hero/ine, since they mirror our inner
self that resonates with the hope, love and determination
displayed by hero/ines of our time. A spirit seldom felt,
but routinely suppressed by parents, teachers, autho-

rities, and finally ourselves - to no more feel the pain
about the world. Changemakers, however, feel both:
the pain AND the solution.
Positive change media culture does Knowledge-Transfer
AND Spirit-Transfer. It conveys model solutions for
positive change AND the genius hero/ines advancing
these solutions.
This is achieved by lush, vivid, genuine imagery of the
changemakers in action - like a short, dynamic documentary film. Like running with them for a day.
But more is needed:
1) concrete explanation how it works
2) culmination in “you can do this, too”
3) linking to the solution’s website “for more”
4) and for instant action opportunities
5) access to practical tools - this can be the flyers used
by the hero/ines etc
6) access to brief personal consultation for those willing
to take action - for brief questions on details. This is
usually done with a link to the changemaker’s personal
website - to find an email, phone or skype video contact.
THIS is HOW real *tangible* CHANGE can HAPPEN.
Anything else is just feelgood entertainment.
That is not enough, a waste of precious time.
Go for the real thing.

This one may appear strange as part of “The Science in YL”, but
it is! Knowledge of the world begins with awareness of what
actually exists, and unfortunately, humanity is way behind. That’s
why we are still in such a mess.
A while ago, people didn’t know that the world is a globe. Until
today, the knowledge that the Earth is a ball is not manifested in
language - a fact that Buckminster Fuller mentioned in the 1950’s.
People still say worldwide, referring to a flat surface, whereas
Bucky said “worldaround”. So do we, as reminder of how behind
our oh so clever scientific industrial society is. There are plenty
of misconceptions in our minds that are driving factors current
societies’ deeds, causing the horrors, suffering and unsustainability
of today. We will not address them here, but simply point to the
most important fact - which is:
“The solutions for a global, peaceful, just, thriving and sustainable,
a sacred civilization exist. They are created and implemented by
ordinary citizens and teens, and can therefore (of course) be
replicated by the same in a million places. Even the support
networks exist!”
This is not wishful thinking. This is stated very clearly by very
concrete-thinking changemaking organizations, such as
www.ashoka.org. Go browse 3,000 social entrepreneurs whose
innovations have been replicated on national levels, many of
which can be scaled globally. You can study 100 well illustrated
Eco-Tipping Point stories turning vicious cycles into virtuous cycles
of abundance in all sorts of fields. Then, there are our teen-driven
mega solutions, which are of course replicable globally - by teens
at school.
There exist many more, unknown to these big networks.

*A Bright New World IS HAPPENING,*
and we can take it everywhere!
This is a most powerful recognition beyond the tangible solutions.
It tells us that we truly can achieve a global civilization of peace
and abundance for all in our lifetime! True, not with these adult
generations. Just as monarchist or authoritarian societies cannot
create a vibrant, peaceful democracy. But with a new, different
young generation, which grows up differently, with the mind-, feel
and do-set of a sustainable society competent of co-creating inner
and outer peace and abundance for all. The solutions, the myriad
of puzzle pieces exist, we simply need to replicate them.
This knowledge adds VISION, an encompassing aim to walk
towards, and tangible hope, courage, determination to let go of
the unsustainable models, pathways and careers. This is new,
and cricual, since Future Sciences tell us that the future is created
by trends, innovation, accidents and VISION. Even your next
week-end trip begins with vision. Right? Shaping a sustainable
civilization requires Vision. This vision is visually manifested in
these solutions. There is no reason for doubt. They exist.
YL alone gives you all those tools - the solutions, the role models,
the world’s greatest changemakers (no such youth have walked
the planet in human history, you can meet them for real), the
media culture, the back-up of educational concepts and simple
methods, the global student club community, building a CV stunning
even conventional employers. It’s available in 19 languages, fit
for call the classrooms and homes in the world.
The hardest bit is to decide to leave the old life behind and be the
solution. To qualify not only as inhabitant, but as a co-creator of
a global civilization of awesome for all. Living your hero/ine.

Our benchmark is a mix of

1) an outstanding positive change solution,
well implemented, with solid impact
2) replicable by young people
3) well visually documented online
4) accessible via email and webcast
These are crucial for real change. Real change to us
means that it can be replicated in thousands of places,
so that civilization be relevantly transformed to a sustainable model, now - by those with the time, spirit and
frameworks to get active - youth at schools.
Talkers do not qualify. If talkers saved the planet, it
would have happened, and what is there to replicate?
No visuals, no website? If they lack, we cannot produce
spirit- and knowlegde-transfer to replication.
Not responding to emails, not available to uplift the
young generation, not helping replication with some
tips via webcast? Those that do provide better value.
If you seek real change, real action, with real hero/ines
- this is where you find a precious lot.

Some people ask how we select the hero/ines featured
in YL media. And why, for example, the cardgame does
not feature an equal amount of youth from all continents.
Well, it’s the best on Earth, by our sound benchmark.
We do not judge people by skin pigment, gender or
habitat. We select by spirit. And by concrete value for
replication. This is what matters at this point in history.
If you select by conventional standards, you will notice
that we feature many, many more girls than boys. We
do have hero/ines from six continents, except Antarctica.
That’s cool. But we cannot include the same amount.
Who you would select for a global team for the stellar
table tennis, ice hockey or cricket Olympics. Would it
be equally distributed among continents? No.
Look at youth leadership as the new sport. We do! Not
for competition, but to stop dabbling in apathy, wish
belief blablah, decorating talkers, but to start rocking!
And rock ever greater achievements! Not for the ego,
or for medals. For the planet. Because that’s what
these true young changemakers are doing 24/7.
This sport is not even known in most parts of the planet!
So how could we source members for a Global Team
of Role Models with powerful magic wands for everybody to wield? It is about TIME that the other continents,
and all schools in North America stop watching, and
start practicing this sport. With the balls to play in YL,
they’ll make it to a National Team level in a whiffy!

If we consult the holy scriptures of ministries of education,
the purpose of schooling is to enable the young generation
to become active, co-creative citzens of a libertarian democratic
society. Today, this also has to be a sustainable society in a
peaceful, colaborative global family of nations.
Does your school enable all its absolvents to transform society?
To do any significantly different from their parent generations,
who are experiencing escalation of ecosystem collapse,
autism, deadly allergies, cancer, rape culture, incarceration,
financial erosion, war, the list goes on. Unless you have loads
of young changemakers at your graduation ceremony, your
school does not teach what this generation needs.
We have a duty to attend school. But we also have a right for
up to date education, enabling us to become active citizens
in a libertarian-democratic society, a sustainable society in a
peaceful, global family of nations. Until this is achieved and
conveyed in formal teaching in class (which can hardly happen,
since changemaking is an informal learning process), we
demand the right to learn these things in self-organized form(in
informal sustainability learning environments, ISLEs) from
and with humanity’s finest sustainability experts, changemakers
and youth leaders.
The solutions exist, the role models exist, the media exist,
the methods, partners, support networks and learning culture
exist. It is available for free. It can be integrated in conventional
schools without effort, stress on teaching time, training or
finance. It offers countless benefits for conventional learning

culture. And it changes the world, right away. These are
exciting times to be a student. And a teacher.
As a side note: In Finland, the world’s most successful education system according to PISA, the global assessment by
OECD, where all schools excel, (a) teachers consider it their
ethic to uplift the young generation to be the new, achieving
adult generation, (b) when students fail, the principal asks the
teacher “why can this student not learn in your class?”, (c)
people entering teacher training studies have to pass a test.
The test asks 3 things: 1) design the best imaginable lesson
- choose any subject, topic or age group. You have one sheet
of paper and five hours time, 2) the second part is a kind of
hidden personality test. 3) In a personal talk, applicants are
asked “are you ready to keep upgrading your teaching skills
for the next fourty years? - since we are still at the beginning
of understanding how students can learn best.” Only 10% of
applicants are permitted to enter teaching studies. This is not
about “information robots”, but about those “who love students.
Not only primary school kids, but also teen students.”
Even conventional education has understood. But 200 countries
are still behind. However, this is not enough. And we need
more: Conventional curricula and methods obviously do not
convey the competences qualifying the young generation to
become inhabitants and co-creators (first of all, since there
is a way to go!!) of a global, peaceful, just, thriving and
sustainable civilization.
This is why the United Nations have declared the UN Decade
of Education for Sustainable Development ESD 2005-2014
(UNESCO). So that at last, we start teaching how societies
can function, transform and avoid global collapse by 2050.
UNESCO is every teacher’s Vatican. Are your schools listening?
Acting? Are you, as a teacher, a parent, a student? You can
introduce this new splendid learning culture, now.

Schools, society, everybody calls for “more empathy, more resposible lifestyle, more global awareness, more active citizenship
among youth” - but at the same time, the few that live it and want
it to be part of education, and living it as part of life growing up
at school are told “there is no time for this”, “go focus on your C
in chemistry”, “you will better understand as an adult (that these
things cannot be done)”, are even aggressively opposed by
conservative principals and bullied by their peers. Can there be
a worse symptom of an utterly unsustainable civilization?
These kids are our finest (we measure by ethics, empathy, greater
cause, heroism, right? They live these values more pure than
most adults. These are our society’s finest, and they can keep
and unfold this like the most shining adult hero/ines of our time
and history, if we just let them), they embody what our society is
yearning for, they are our future social entrepreneurs and cultural
creatives, the ones fixing society, showered with awards - but no,
they are this already NOW, as teens, like the admired youth
leaders in YL. So stop limiting, clipping and even destroying our
finest. Stop waiting that they by co-incidence happen to discover
changemaking by the age of 21, with little time left to really learn
it. Instead, let them grow up with it for ten years at school - and
they will offer unprecedented benefits to learning culture and
school community.
Here is how to approach this in a proper way. If we consider the
vast majority of children and youth to be unaware, non-empathic,
not caring, we must look at those embodying those high ideals
like “Our New Highly Gifted”. Not “as”, since this is not about
medals and praise, but “like”, in order to clarify how to recognize,
respect, listen to, and support them - because so far, even if
teachers appreciate them, they don’t know how to fully integrate
this at school. Craig Kielburger calls them Shameless Idealists,
others call them Intelligent Optimists. I call them Our New Highly
Gifted, because this helps TEACHERS and SCHOOLS understand
how to fully integrate them into school culture.

Here is how to fix it. Everywhere in the world, we have recognition
and are able to properly handle talented musicians, mathematicians,
chess players and ball dribblers in our schools. We simply need
to offer the same to our finest changemakers - and of course, we
have to give them nothing less than the BEST in their field.
1. Time and Space to practice their skills. Not in theory, but for
real. In self-organized manner!
2. The role models they learn from are world class role models
... not local dancers, hobby sports clubs or soup kitchens, but
Mozart, Ronaldo, Michael Jordan. You have those for sports etc,
now also for positive change: humanity’s finest changemakers,
global experts and sustainability solutions!
3. Connect with outer school expert partners. Music and sports
teachers, or those mentoring a chess club do not need to have
the same skills as these students. They connect to expert partners
like virtual chess players, or real orchestras. This new expert
partner is our global YL community and Change Generation Rising
program. As most gifted students, they learn mostly self-organized.
4. Opportunity to perform in public to UPLIFT the people and
society. Like others play concerts or dribble balls for entertainment,
changemakers take action beyond the school fence, with impact.
5. Make headlines
They naturally evolve into the finest imaginable role models and
assistant teachers. Contrary to their talented peers, changemaker
youth naturally focus on the upliftment of their peers, also. Their
performance will upgrade learning culture and add a new brand
to the school’s public image.
Their perfect organizational format are YL student clubs, the
perfect playing field are ISLEs, the perfect informal curriculum is
our reality game Change Generation Rising - taking three monthly
actions with changemakers, real impact and vivid documentation
- serving as “assessment” and CV.

Getting started is easy. Take a little time to get to know
us, your new tools and magic wands. We have designed
an online tour as a vivid introduction to our media,
methods, services and cmmunity. It is time well spent,
highly inspirational, and makes you a very good facilitator.

1) Know and Feel the Spirit
Infuse yourself with the spirit in the videos and stories,
the spirit of these changemakers. Experience the
inspiration that gets people in seventy countries so
excited. www.youth-leader.org/feedback.html

2) Know your Tools
Your tools are the stories, solutions and videos and
action opportunities of the hero/ines. They are what’s
used in the Spark Session, and later in Hero/ines exhibit
and Student Club activities.
You find all nutshell stories and videos at
www.youth-leader.org/posters/youth.html
and www.youth-leader.org/spark. Action Packs are at
www.youth-leader.org/media. Make sure to also read
an interview. www.youth-leader.org/interviews
Getting the cardgame is a great idea! You can study
stories on the go, anywhere, and use QR codes to
view videos on your mobile phone. It is a must-have
for your classroom, anyway.

Altogether, viewing the 44 stories and videos can fill
an evening or day. Like a workshop does. What a day!
It is an initiation to humanity’s amazing emerging
potentials, and your opportunities.

3) Know the Methods and What they Do
This knowledge helps conveying the activities’ value
to important allies, principals, teachers and youth. This
publication explains them all.
Then - do a Spark Session. It is simple.
The recommended minimum is a brief homework
+ a 90 minute session. A double lesson, or two lessons.
Then, everything else unfolds in the hands of students.
This is not to be painfully carried by a teacher or animator. If students feel the spirit and want it, they will
surf a wave of inspiration and evoke cascading impacts
with fun, ease and passion. If they do not ... your part
of the world is not ready. Without spirit, nothing happens.
All we can do is deliver the strongest dose of inspiration
and spectrum of opportunity. The investment is minimal.
It takes only 90 minutes to find out. Go for it. Whatever
happens, it is worth it!

4) Get in touch. Stay in touch
Well, if your heart beats for seeing youth leadership
spark and make our schools the most awesome place
to be ... you have found an excellent partner, supportive
community and family.
Join our newsletter and social media.
We aim to serve our friends, YL Ambassadors and YL
Warrior Clubs with a constant stream of inspiration,
resources, updates, tools and events.

5) Share the Love
You do contribute very much to this grand adventure
by sharing photos and words of your experience in
class and school use. We use these in our media to
encourage others.

